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The 10 Best Take-Out Spots in Brooklyn
POSTED BY SARAH ZORN ON THU, SEP 6, 2012 AT 11:19 AM
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Tanoreen

Before it was a glittering, full-scale restaurant wooing diners from around the borough and beyond, this Middle Eastern eatery was Bay Ridge’s go-to answer for top-notch takeout.

Happily, there’s still a sub-space dedicated to just that — brown-bagging orders of roasted brussels sprouts with pomegranate sauce and tahini, chicken schwarma sandwiches,

garlic greens and garlic-ier containers of hummus that taste fantastic at any temperature.

7523 3rd Ave, (718) 748-5600
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THE 10 BEST OUTDOOR DINING SPOTS IN BROOKLYN
It's the most wonderful time of the year.
by Sarah Zorn
WHAT TO EAT AT THE GREAT GOOGAMOOGA
Assuming your scars from last year have healed, that is...
by Sarah Zorn

Readers also liked…
The Best Pop-Up Restaurants in Brooklyn
Six experimental, corner-cutting establishments we hope become permanent fixtures in Brooklyn's ever-evolving dining scene.
by Sarah Zorn
Neighborhood Crawl: Smith Street in Carroll Gardens (and Cobble Hill)
You'll need drinks, appetizers, dinner and dessert. Why not get each of them from a different place?
by Sarah Zorn
Old School Luxury (and Daguerreotypes) at DUMBO's Governor
A look inside the newest restaurant from the people who brought you Colonie and Gran Electrica.
by Sarah Zorn
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I like how even with a photo of the awning, you guys managed to spell "Teresa's" incorrectly.

Posted by X on 09/06/2012 at 1:41 PM

  report  like  dislike

Apparently the best take-out/delivery in Williamsburg and Greenpoint is Anytime. Or rather, apparently you folks have not been doing it right. If you are gonna
go for something of that ilk (as opposed to the myriad other options) you could have at least plumped for BAD Burger.

Posted by 1 on 09/06/2012 at 2:44 PM

  report  like  dislike

All of this makes me miss Brooklyn so much....born/raised & lived there 50 yrs. 
Miss Defonte's big time.

Posted by Marilyn Jarnecki on 09/07/2012 at 9:14 AM

  report  like  dislike

Sillies. EVERY restaurant in my Boerum Hill neighborhood does takeout and most deliver. So who has the best takeout? Whoever has the best FOOD. Were you
only counting places that have a walkup order counter? Most restaurants will gladly let you hang at the bar if you're so cellphone/internet deprived that you
can't call ahead to place your order.

Posted by Elizabeth Gallager Kennick on 09/13/2012 at 1:25 PM

  report  like  dislike
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